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Lead Brick Campaign
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WCAA

Rules Governing

ligibility,

Summer Camps

Few Rule Changes
In '94FootbaU
Football OpenDates

Of The Kentucky High School Athletic Association

LARRY CONLEY,
ANALYSl
TO HEAD STATEWIDE CAAIPAIG
Heading the

Campaign

is

KHSAA

Court of Support

Larry Conley, an Ashland, Ky.,

native and current ESPN basketball analyst.
Conley was an all-state basketball player at
Ashland High School and led the Tomcats to
the
1961
KHSAA Sweet Sixteen

Championship. He

starred

later

University of Kentucky and was a

famed Rupp's Runts squad which fmished

the

as

tarry Conley

the

at

member of

NCAA Runners-up in

Conley also

School.

"Kentucky High School

athletics did a lot

me and my

feel strongly

Athletic
a

is

heading
said.

mean so much to you, your friends, and
all to the young people of Kentucky

most of

who

will benefit."

beautiful

business or topic of your choice.

money

to

new

structure, as well as provii

develop a

first

class

museum

school athletics in Kentucky in space

Bricks range

The Court of Support, made up of 9,000
is located in front of the KHSAA's new

on an 8

in size

and cost, from two

on

4 x 8 brick for $100,

on a 6

which includes

x 8 brick for

$300, to four

You

also will

certificate for display,

a likeness of

your information on

building in Lexington, at the juncture of 1-75

a

X 8 brick for $500.

handsome

receive a

1

bricks,

state

most worthwhile project," Conley

coach, athlete, team, school, community,

lines

your brick with

for this purpose in the

Your

Funds raised through the Court of Support

you choose

Campaign

will

be used to

retire the

debt on the

i

d(

building.

participation in this endeavi

provide a lasting memorial on one of the

of Support bricks.

And

it

will

pi

significant financial support to the scho(

enters

and can recognize and memorialize a favorite

new

as the

K

of service. Please

set

young people of Kentucky

it.

will

it

this

I

BRICKS ARE AVAILABLE

to three lines

of the

about

will

uniquely designed likeness of Kentucky.

in the section

family, and

It

lines of information

be placed

prominent

"I urge you to purchase a brick, or bricks,
honor the deserving recipient of your choice.

Campaign

purchase a brick

a

to

an opportunity to forever
memorialize individuals or groups in this

When you

from

Commissioner of the KHSAA,
remembers Larry as "...one of the grittiest
players I ever saw. He truly was a great player
and now is one of the finest sportscasters in the

Kentucky

60.

hails

Kentucky sports family. His father George was
a high school coach and an outstanding
basketball official at the high school and
college level.
Conley's sister coached
basketball at Ashland Paul Blazer High

state-wide effort, offering to the people of

US

him

for

TO HONOR

and

are so very pleased to have

He still maintains close ties to his eastern
Kentucky roots, serving on the board of the
Citizens National Bank in Paintsville.

ZViEZnORlAL

The Kentucky High School

We

head the Court of Support Campaign."

1966.

Billy Wise,

Association Court of Support

country.

its

77"" year

to: KHSAA Court of Support Can
2280 Executive Drive, Lexington, Ky. 4<

order

Order Form
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A Look Back At 1993
By Brooks Downing
What a year!
The past 12 months will go down in the annals as a year
of great turmoil forthe KHSAA. Just as the Association was about
to regain

Its

footing,

one

of the state's

newspapers tugged on

the infamous rug and rehashed the old financial setback that

occurred due to the construction of the KIHSAA's

new headquar-

ters.

And most people thought
was the

Michael Jordan's retirement

in 1993. They obviously
spend any time in high school athletics in Kentucky.
By mid-summer, the creation of a new committee by the
State Board of Education was dominating the daily routines of
the KHSAA staff. Meanwhile, the Board of Control was looking
into new ways to refinance the Association's debt. It was as if the

biggest sports Item to occur

didn't

true idea of sports, the pureness of athletics at the high school
level,

had been

tion of high

lost in the restructuring, big business reformaschool sports in the Bluegrass.

But the year was a great one for high school sports on
The '93 Sweet Sixteen turned out to be one of the
best in history. Nearly 23,000 fans were on hand for the championship game as Marion County's third try against Paul Dunbar
was finally successful. The Knights only two losses were to
the field of play.

Dunbar during the

regular season, but as

all

of metropolitan

on Tim Davis' team, Marion County became
Fifth Region team to win the Sweet Sixteen.
The competition throughout the tournament was at a

Springfield cheered

the

first

fever pitch, led by a strong final four of Marion County, Dunbar,

PRP and

Male. Jason Osborne, Darnell Burton, Anthony Epps
and Danyell Macklin thrilled the crowd v^h spectacular plays.
But 1993 could have been called the Year of Youth.
Woodford County's Joe Carr became the first eighth
grader to ever win a state wrestling title. As the son of Woodford's
assistant coach, and former UK wrestler Joe Sr., little Joe took
home the title in the 103-pound weight class. Carr also propelled his Yellowjackets to the team title.
Yet, even eighth-graders can be outdone. Along came
the 1993 Cross Country championships and youth dominated
the girls' races. Anna Ryan, a seventh-grader running for

won the Class 2A trophy. The oldest winner of
was Mindy Martin, a Walton-Verona freshman who

Covington Scott,
the day

captured the Class

A

title.

But with the best, and youngest, saved for last, the
Class 3A title was won by Rachel Sanford, a 10-year-old fifthgrader who finished the 4,000-meter course in 14:59. Sanford,
who attends Southern Elementary near Somerset, is in the
"Class of 2001" at Southwestern Pulaski, the first-year high

(continued Page 8)
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January 1994
MON

SUN

WED

TUE

THU

SAT

FRI
1

New

9

16

BK

Ellg List to

Each School before Feb

Day

8

6

Mall

Year's

1

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

18

19

20

21

22
SAT Test

Martin Luthar King.

Date

Jr.

BOC

23

24

30

31

25

26

27

Meeting, Lexington

28

29
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February 1994
MON

SUN

WED

TUE
1
6:00pm SB
-

SAT

FRI

5
Clinic

Paul Blazer

7:00pm BA

THU

HS

Clinic

Paul Blazer

HS

6:00pm SB
-

HS

Pikeville

7:00pm BA
-

Clinic

Clinic

HS

Pikeville

Deadline for
Schools to
Enter Teams
Spring Sports

6:00pm SB

6:00pm SB

Clinic

HS
7:00pm BA Clinic
- Hazard HS
KASSP Asst. Prin.
-

Hazard

•

HS
7:00pm BA
-

HS
KASSP Asst

Lexington

Clinic

South Laurel
Prin..

Lexington

WR Tournaments

Regional

10

8
Tilghman

7:00pm BA
- Paducah
Tilghman

Clinic

HS
Clinic

6:00pm SB

6:00pm SB

HS

Clinic

Owenst>oro

Clinic-

-

Hopkinsville

Sportscenter

Comm.

Col.

7:00pm BA

12

6:00pm SB

Clinic

Bowling Green

•

HS

7:00pm BA Clinic
• Owensboro

r
SW Meets

11

6:00pm SB
-

Clinic

Elizabethtown

HS
7:00pm BA

7:00pm BA Clinic
- Bowling Green

-

HS

Sportscenter

Clinic-

Date

South Laurel

District

6:00pm SB
- Paducah

ACT Test

Clinic

Clinic

Elizabethtown

HS

Hopkinsville

Comm. Cd.
Regional
I

Mail 3 copies of Final

14

15

6:00pm SB Clinic
- Mason County

6:00pm SB

HS
7:00pm BA Clinic
- Mason County

HS

-

Clinic

Covington

Covington
BA.

6:00pm SB
-

-

HS

Clinic

Central Hardin

HS
7:00pm BA

SB.TN

Clinic

Henry Clay

7:00pm TR
Clinic

Holmes
1st

Elig List to Dist

16

Holmes
7:00pm BA
-

BK

-

Clinic

Henry Clay

Mgr

WR Tournaments

J

17

18

6:00pm SB Clinic
• Gheens (Male

State

HS). Louisville

7:00pm BA Clinic
- Gheens (Male
HS). Louisville

19
WR

Tournament.

T8A

SW

State
Meet.
Univ. of

State

Atherton HS
Meet.

State

UK

Kentucky

HS

practice

4
23

22

21

7:00pm TR
-

Russell

Clinic

HS

24

25

7:00pm TR
-

Clinic

Covington

Catholic

HS

10:00am
Delegate

Assembly
Meeting,
Lexington

2:00pm Sweet 16
Draw. Lexington

28

157
IK District

Drawings
School

District
•

Host

BK

Tournaments
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WR

Tournament.

26

SW

|
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Board Signs Loan For Debt Refinancing

ciation

from Eddie Brown, a student at Whitiey
County High School. Welch made a
motion, seconded by Jackson, that the
Board accept a vote of approval of the
East Eligibility Committee to waive ByLaw 4(1) in the case of Eddie Brown,

ville,

thereby allowing him to participate

MINUTES
DECEMBERS, 1993
The Board of Control of the
Kentucky High School Athletic Assomet at the Executive Inn, LouisKentucky on Friday, December 3,
1993. The meeting was called to order

by President Ray Story at 8 a.m. with

all

Board members present. Also present
were Commissioner Billy Wise, Exec.
Asst. Louis Stout, Assistant

Commis-

sioners Brigid DeVries and Larry
Boucher, Business Manager Julian
Tackett, SID Brooks Downing,

Ken

in

interscholastic athletics immediately

Whitiey County High School. The
motion passed 11-1.
James Sexton, Chairperson
of the West Eligibility Committee, gave
his Committee's report of the appeal of
LaTasha Hurst on December 2. Sex-

at

ton

made

a motion that the Board ap-

Tippett,

Board Attorney Danny Reeves
and State Dept. of Education representative Gary Faulkner.
The invocation

prove the report of the West Eligibility
Committee to waive By-Law 6, 1(a) and
allow LaTasha Hurst to participate in

was

interscholastic athletics at Southern

given by Frank Cardwell.

Frank Welch made a motion,
seconded by Claudia Hicks, that the
Minutes of the Oct. 15, 1993 meeting of
the Board be approved. The motion
passed unanimously.

Ozz Jackson moved

to

ap-

prove the Minutes of the Nov. 22 MeetCommittee as
corrected to show the athlete's name
as Todd Jenkins. Cookie Henson seconded the motion which passed unanimously.
Jackson moved to approve the
Minutes of the Nov. 22 Special Meeting
of the Board. Frank Cardwell seconded
the motion which passed unanimously.
Following a discussion of the
ing of the East Eligibility

Oct.

1

made

through Nov. 22

Ken Cox
Welch sec-

bills.

a motion to accept.

onded the motion which passed unanimously.

A

discussion

was then

held

regarding the 1993-94 Working Budget through Nov. 22.

No

action

was

taken.

Commissioner

Wise

dis-

cussed with the Board members an
option to grant ticket purchasers to the

Saturday 4A Football Playoffs $1.00 off
the admission price if they presented a
ticket stub from the Louisville vs. Michigan State Basketball Game to be
played at Freedom Hall at noon. SID
Brooks Downing offered to handle all
arrangements. Grant Talbott made a
motion to approve this request. Hicks

High School for the 1993-94 basketball season. Cookie Henson seconded
the motion which passed 11-1 following a discussion of this appeal.

President Story asked that it
be noted that when the Board is to be in
full session, appeals will be heard by
the full Board rather than the East and/
or West Eligibility Committees.
Talbott, Chairperson of the AllSports Committee, was called on for
the next report. The All-Sports Committee

made

the following

recommenda-

tions:

That the four-team format
Soccer Tournament be
tabled until the January meeting;
2) That the request for a $2.50
increase in game fees for baseball
umpires be deferred to a later date;
3) That medals be awarded to
winners and runners-up in team sports
to the limit of the traveling parties. Grant
Talbott made a motion that the AllSports Committee's report be accepted. James Sexton seconded the
motion which passed unanimously.
Stan Steidel, Chairperson of
the Basketball Committee gave the
1)

for the State

following report:
1) Recommended that a survey be conducted by Board members to
determine preferences for the district

ing;

4) Continue to consider

until

the January Board meeting a request

from the Basketball Coaches' Association that an active coach serve as a
non-voting member of the KHSAA Basketball Committee. The Board then
accepted the Basketball Committee's
report.

ball

Chairperson Jackson, FootCommittee, was then called on.

He presented the following items:
1) Announced the appointment

of the Football Advisory

tee and that the Committee

Commitmeet

will

January 20; -32) Postponed a request from
Beth Haven High School to survey the
schools in regard to offering 8-man
football

until

reclassification/realign-

has been
Jackson made a motion, seconded by Cardwell, that the Board authorize staff to send a letter to Beth
Haven advising them that their request
was postponed. Motion passed unanimously.
President Story then called on
Kathy Hopper, Chairperson of the Constitution & By-Laws Committee for a
report. Due to the fact that By-Laws 4,
6 and 13 need to be considered. Hopper made a motion that any changes be
discussed after the Blue Ribbon ComHenson seconded
mission Hearing.
the motion which passed unanimously.
Hopper then made a motion that the
Board conduct a work session with
Delegate Assembly members prior to
the Annual Meeting. Henson seconded
the motion which passed unanimously.
Commissioner Wise advised
the Board he had met further with
TeleCable of Lexington and recommended that the Board enter into a

ment

of the football schools

finalized.

three-year contract to televise the Boys'
State Basketball

Tournament on a de-

Cox moved to accept the
Commissioner's recommendation.
Talbott seconded the motion which
layed basis.

2)

passed unanimously.
Commissioner Wise then recommended to the Board that the contract of Ray Hornback be extended for
90 days due to the fact that has taken
more time than expected to obtain a

3)

realignment

Chairperson for the Court of Support
Campaign, get the Committee organized and put together a video, etc.

study and report at the January meet-

Following discussion and recommen-

and regional basketball tournament
officials and report findings at the Janu-

seconded the motion which passed

ary meeting;

unanimously.
President Story called on

Continue the officials ratings experiment in the 6th & 7th Re-

Chairperson Welch for a report of the
East Eligibility Committee. The Committee met on Dec. 2 to hear an appeal

gions;

It

Continue

JANUARYIFEBRUARY 1994
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suggestions to expose the Mall of Fame
Museum and Courtof Support to school

President Story then called on
Board members and Staff for any miscellaneous items.
Commissioner Wise advised
the Board that three proposals have
been submitted by member schools
for consideration at the 1994 Delegate
Assembly. Topics included are: a)
each member school votes for each

personnel and other groups around

proposal; b) increase

dations for setting forth timetable ex-

Jackson moved to accept
the Commissioner's recommendation
pectations,

extend Ray Hornbaclc's contract until
March 31, 1994. Cardwell seconded
the motion which passed unanimously.
to

Bob Rogers made

several

Commissioner Wise

and

SBESE

Faulkner announced that the

take action on the Review at their
Jan. 4-5 meeting, and recommended

v/ill

on certain
items because they must be addressed.
Commissioner Wise then requested approval to attend the National
Federation Winter Meeting in Point
Clear, Ala., on Jan. 6-10, 1994 along

that the Staff take action

Tackett

who

a voting delegate at
the Football Rules Meeting.
Steidel
moved to approve the Commissioner's
is

request Talbott seconded the motion
which passed unanimously.

The follownng Basketball Tournament Report was given:
Boys' ticket sales through this
date:

$332,132

date:

$30,152

Girls' ticket

It

was

sales through this

reported that the boys'

and the girls' ticket sales
were behind last year's receipts.
ticket sales

Tackett reported that a

new

Sports

Committee has been formed in Louisville to promote the Football Playoffs
and the 1994 Boys' Basketball Tournament. Also, the KHSAA has received a
commitment from Bowling Green to
give Tinancial assistance
of

$10,000

travel for

the amount

Girls'

Basketball Tourna-

Faulkner reported to the Board

on the Task Force Commission. He
advised that the draft on InterscholasAthletics

was

mailed to

all

schools,

were conducted
and the Executive Summary was
mailed to all Superintendents and 200
media outlets. He stated that a sum-

four public hearings

will

coachwill

be submitted to the State Department
and to legal counsel before placement
on the Agenda to insure compliance
v^th state laws.

Hopper reminded

Staff that

all

information pertaining to Committees,

Appeals and regular Agenda items
should be mailed ahead of the meeting
date.

Following a lengthy discussion with regard to

approval of

final

change while others
Following

ing

in

the loan documents.

Third Bank, advised the Board

some

bers that

in

mem-

phrases were

specific

standard clauses
ments.

word-

Hils of Fifth

all

loan docu-

President Story called on each
Board member for comments on the
revised documents.
Rogers asked if
the bank required a legal opinion and

was advised

they did not at this time but

would require one at a later date.
Other items of concern expressed by the Board were pending
litigation cases and the financial cost
connected to the case in the event of a
Representatives of

loss.

Third

Fifth

Bank expressed no concern regarding
same.
Hopper asked about the Debt
Service Reserve.

President Story ex-

$300,000 to be placed in escrow
cover one year's payments. -6-

4,

1993

plained the need for $400,000 to be

placed

President Story reconvened
the

December meeting

of the

KHSAA

Board of Control on Saturday, Dec. 4,
1993, at 8 a.m. w/ith all Board members
present. Also present were Commissioner Billy Wise, Exec. Asst. Louis
Stout, Assistant Commissioners Brigid
DeVries and Larry Boucher, Business
Manager Julian Tackett, SID Brooks
Downing, Ken Tippett, Danny Reeves
and John Wharton of Greenebaum Doll
& McDonald, Gary Faulkner of the State
Dept. of Education, Andy Hils and Bill

Bank and Dirk
& Williams.
President Story began the

Keller of Fifth Third

in

escrow

the February

until

to

Keller explained that the ap-

praised value of the building

is

under

the loan amount.
Steidel

commented

that the

combine obnegotiations were in

purpose of the loan

is

to

ligations and all
"good faith". The "Events of Default"
which is an issue of concern of the
Board is an important issue but common language and v\/ill be a part of the
document with any financial institution.
Keller pointed out that the bank
will be meeting with Tackett on a regu-

—

lar

basis.

Commissioner Wise stated

Bedarff of Peck, Shaffer

that

it

would be

in

everyone's best

inter-

meeting with a discussion of the refinancing of the Bond issue.
Board
members were given a copy of all docu-

est to try to resolve the lien problem by

ments pertaining

refinancing

did not ask for or obtain an actuarial

Story called

analysis or a legal opinion of the

for their review

on Tackett

to said

on Dec.

3.

to discuss the issue at

— that being the

hand

mechanic's lien filed
by a contractor on the new office build-

ing

and

Hall of

of 1993.

He

Fame Museum

in April

explained the situation

sibilities

were discussed

the problem.

there would be two closings on the

and the Board, President Story advised
that the draft is to be discussed further

loan
tax

on Saturday.

the middle of February.

— one now, a taxable loan, and a

exempt loan

to

February.

Rogers noted that the Board

be closed around

new

loan.

Cardwell

made

onded by Jackson,

a motion, sec-

$95,000 in the
restricted Court of Support brick sales
and $7,551 in loan proceeds be deposited into an investment account at
Fifth Third to secure the lien. The motion passed unanimously.
that

Talbott then

for absolving

Tackett also explained

a lengthy discussion between Faulkner

iANUARYIFEBRUARY 1994

specific questions regarding the

December

being deposited with the refinancing
party to secure this lien. Several pos-

statutory

Greenebaum, Doll
on to answer

called

loan closing, and then $280,000 to

would therefore necessitate monies

take regulatory change.

of

bond refinancing. President Story recessed the meeting until Saturday,
December 4 at 8:00 a.m.

be

to

mailed to the Board.
his

of

He noted that
recommended changes

mary of the public hearings are

some of
may take

c)

These proposals

ing certification.

help with lodging and

to

the

in

ment.

tic

number

preseason scrimmages; and

the State.

writh

in

Wharton

& McDonald was

7

made

that an investment account

a motion

and a check-

account be opened at Fifth Third
Bank. Steidel seconded the motion
which passed unanimously.
ing

5 ATHLETE
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Refinancing
(continued from page 7)

Due to the fact there were
changes made on the original documents typed on Dec. 3 and

made

for review, Talbott

distributed

a motion that

President Story be allowed to

initial

the

Cox seconded

changed documents.

the motion which passed unanimously.
President Story then called for

recess

10 a.m.

at

members

in

order for Board

to sign loan

A

documents.

amount existed on the
Escrow Trust Agareement which would
not be known until Monday, Dec. 6 due
to

blank

the pricing of defeasance securities.

moved to allow Commissioner
in amount and initial on the origidocument. Ken Cox seconded the

Steidel
to

fill

nal

motion which passed unanimously.
Hopper noted that at an earlier time she stated there was a blank
in the original document and was advised that all blanks would be filled in.
President Story then called on

Hornback for an update of the Court of
Support Campaign.
Hornback gave an enthusiastic report of the campaign, and that the
Court of Support is a good idea. He felt
needed more exposure across the
State and thus the need for this statewide campaign. Hornback then explained the development of the video
and it was previewed by the Board and
it

Staff.

President Story called on
Commissioner Wise to discuss the
next Agenda item
a rebate program

—

for the

sioner

member schools. CommisWise recommended that this

item be deferred to the January meetSteidel felt It necessary that the
Board go on record as supporting such
a rebate plan and the Board's intention
of positively reviewing such a plan
whether it be in the form of a rebate to

member

schools or a reduction in
dues for the 1994-95 school year with
final resolution at the January 1994
the

citing

than

In

I

happy to speak to any of the items if
Board so desired.
The Board then discuss(

tl

particular items

the

in

draft,

but took

i

action.

adjourn.

Rogers made a motion
Steidel seconded the motii

which passed 9-2 v^th one abstentic
The meeting adjourned at noon.
Steidel

moved

for Executi

Session to discuss personnel itenr
Talbott seconded the motion whi

passed.

Jackson made a motion

Open

return to

Session.

Hicks se

onded the motion which passed,
action

was taken

in

t

Executive Sessic

She

YOU!

ex-

Danville this past year,

Sam Harp coached Admi-

guided his team to second place
on the state's all-time consecutive win
list with 42 straight victories.
But
rals

wanted the

Danville

Commissioner Wii

Commission.

then advised the Board members th
he would be attending the Public He<
ings of the Task Force Commission
the week of Dec. 6-10 and would

WE NEED

appeared in Sports lliustrated's weekly
"Faces In The Crowd" segment, which
highlights amateur sports.

where the

discussion of the Draft of Interschola
Athletics prepared by the Task For^

President Story proceeded

school that she represented.
And Sanford's adulation didn't

was never more

—

meeting.

(continued from page 3)

Football

on the Agenda

tic

ing.

Year-ln-Review

stop with just the state's media.

with the next item

The KHSAA needs your help
in

prize of a third-

consecutive state title, a prize that
slipped from Its grip when the
Prestonsburg Blackcats rolled into
town and left with a thrilling 16-15
double-overtime victory in the state
semifinals.

The year closed

its

Court of Support!
A new

out on a sour

Another "Hard Copy" report on
transfers and eligibility by a state newspaper that thrust the KHSAA and its
rules back onto the front page. But, as
1994 quickly approached, it marked
the beginning of a new year for the
Association, now in its 77th season of

promoting

video and brochure has been produced

promoting

note.

creation.

Lets hope this year is more
exciting on the playing field, and less
exciting

off.

Happy New

the

KHSAA's new

Hall of

Fame and Museum

and the importance of

its

brick sales.

Show the tapes to your group or organization and help fund
the KHSAA's new Hall of Fame and Museum. Just contact
the

KHSAA's Fund Raising

Director for

more

information.

(606)299-5472.

Year!
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Conley Agrees To Promote Brick Sales
Dahle

3) Elsa

MINUTES

-

Held to 10/15 Regular

Meeting;

October 15, 1993
The Board

4)
of Control of the

Kentucky High School Athletic Asso-

met

ciation

ington,

at the

KHSAA Office in

Kentucky on

Friday,

Oct.

Lex15,

The meeting was called to order
by President Ray Story at 8:30 a.m. with
all Board members present.
Others
1993.

present were Commissioner

Executive Asst.

Comm.

Billy

Wise.

Louis Stout,

Assistant Commissioners Brigid L.
DeVries and Larry Boucher, Bus. Af-

Wade

Stephen

Lear

Steidel

-

moved

Hicks second, passed unani-

to accept.

mously.
Easf
1)

Story called on Commisto advise the Board of a
request from Christian Fellowship
School in Benton relative to their appeal to join the KHSAA for the 1 993-94
school year. Commissioner Wise advised the Board of the circumstances
surrounding their request, his conversation with a State Department of Edu-

Wise

sioner

Eligibility

on 10/14/93

Dantley Long, Darrell Whitenack,

Chris Gammon, Wes Johnson - Jackson moved to accept, Cox second,
passed unanimously:
2) Joe & Richard Alig - Jackson moved
to accept, Henson second, passed
unanimously:

cation

and

official

his

recommenda-

Following a discussion,

tion thereof.

Talbott made a motion that the Board
waive the penalty for member schools

Wyn n - Welch moved to accept.

playing Christian Fellovv^hip during the

Manager Julian Tackett, KHSAA
Attorney Danny Reeves and Michael

Hicks seconded, passed unanimously.
President Story then called on

Luscher, representing the State Department of Education. The Invocation

Klaus Heberle

1993-94 school year and allow CFS to
pay 1994-95 dues. Cox seconded the
motion which passed 11-1.
Jackson made a motion, seconded by Welch, to go into Executive
Session for the purpose of discussing

fairs

was

given by Stan Steidel.

Story

made opening remarks

3) Kelly

who

requested an ap-

peal before the Board on behalf of his

Elsa Dahle, a foreign student

niece,

desiring to participate

athletics

in

at

presentation

regarding the procedure for matters to

Atherton.

be brought before the Board. He requested that the July minutes be

and questions by the Board, James
Sexton moved to go into Executive Session to discuss the case. Kathy Hopper seconded the motion which

amended to read
tion was taken by
liability

emergency acthe Board to accept
insurance coverage on Board

members from

that

National Sports Under-

his

Henson then moved

passed.
to

Follovyring

Open

to return

Session, Talbott seconded,

be obtained
through the proper procedures. Frank
Welch moved that the minutes of the
July meeting be amended. GrantTalbott
seconded the motion which passed
unanimously.
Welch then moved to
adopt the minutes of the July 16, 1993

Hopper made a motion that
the Board restore eligibility to Elsa
Dahle due to the fact she is living with
a relative. Sexton seconded the motion

meeting as amended.
Talbott seconded the motion which passed unanimously.
Appeals heard by the East &

Association forthe period July

West

the

writers until bids could

Eligibility

Committees were voted

on as follows:
East Eligibility on 9/1/93
1) Sonja Ritchie - Stan Steidel moved to
accept. Cookie Henson second,
passed unanimously;
2) James William Smith - Hicks moved
to accept, Jackson second, passed
unanimously,
3) David Lindsay - Jackson moved to
accept. Hicks second, passed unanimously;
4) Kelly Wynn - Held to 10/14 East

passed.

which

failed

Welch made a motion, secthat

all

tion carried

unanimously.

of the
through

bills

Sept. 30, 1993, be accepted.

1

The mo-

Following a

discussion of the Working Budget for
First Quarter, Steidel

cept.

Story seconded.

return to

Open

Rogers moved

Session.

moved

to ac-

Passed unani-

to

Steidel sec-

onded the motion which passed.

Fol-

lowing a discussion relatng to the refinancing of bonds on the

quarters,

KHSAA Head-

Jackson made a motion,

seconded by

Hicks, that the

prove the expenditure of a

$3,500

for

building.

mously.

an appraisal

Board ap-

maximum of
on the new

The motion passed unaniRogers then moved that the

Board approve the continuance

by a vote of 6-6.

onded by Jackson,

financial matters.

of the

refinancing process with the following

contingencies:
1)

No

appreciable change

in

interest

rates prior to closing;
2) Positive review by auditing firm;
3) Positive review

by legal firm;
independent

4) Positive review by

fi-

nancial authorities such as a Univer-

mously.

sity

Story then called on Lisa
VonHalle and Mike Sullivan represen-

advisor and State Department of Edu-

5)

Cox moved to accept,
Cardwell second, passed unani-

Mayer, Sullivan &
Stevens, to discuss the 1992-93 Audit
Report. VonHalle pointed out that the
paragraph in the 1991-92 Independent
Auditors' Report which referred to the
KHSAA as a going concern was removed in the 1 992-93 Report due to the
fact that the Association Is substantially stronger financially than In the
previous year.
Following questions
and comments by the Board members, Jackson made a motion that the
1992-93 Audit Report be approved.
Sexton seconded the motion which
passed unanimously. Story thanked

mously;

them

Eligibility

Meeting.

West
1) Ratal

Cardwell

Eligibility

on 10/14/93

Turo, Jens Bliemeister- Frank

moved

to accept, Steidel sec-

ond, passed 11-1;
2) Eric Martin

-

jANUARWFEBRUARr
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tatives

of Miller,

for their attendance.

administrator or State financial

cation officials;

Reasonable assurances from the

Lexington-Fayette Urban County Gov-

ernment as

empt

to approval of the tax-ex-

issue.

Cox seconded the motion which
passed unanimously.
Commissioner Wise then

pre-

sented an update of the First Quarter
Budget. The Board accepted the Budget with no action taken.

Bus.

Aff. Dir.

Tackett and Grant

&

Davidson,

to discuss a

proposed

Satterly of Krane, Satterly

were

called

on

rebate policy with regard to

member

schools dues for the Board's consid-

I ATHLETE
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Con ley
(continued)
Steidel

eration.

moved

to table this

Jackson seconded the motion which passed unanimously.

item

a later date.

until

Commissioner

Wise

re-

quested that the Board approve the
transfer of $54,498 from the General

Review. He advised the Board that he
and members of the staff have been
meeting with various committees of
the Task Force on Interscholastic Athletics. A full report by the Task Force is
due in mid-November.
President Story then called on

Ray Hornback to introduce Larry
who agreed to chair a Court of

Conley,

Bank.

Support Campaign for the sale of bricks
to help pay for the KHSAA Headquarters and Hall of Fame Museum. Conley
accepted the challenge and asked that
ail persons present work as hard as he

ficient

will.

Fund

to the Retirement Trust

Fund and

RTF Account be moved from
Bank One to Montgomery & Traders

that the

This action would allow for sufcash in the RTF to cover retirement payments now being made and
any payments of accumulated sick
leave by retiring employees in the next
few years. Talbott moved to accept the

Comm. DeVries

pre-

sented a recommendation from the
Swimming Committee that would require a swimmer/diver to compete in at
least two meets to be eligible for state
that the

who appeared

the motion which passed unanimously.

the April Board Meet-

competition.

that time to allow

The Board voted at
Todd to proceed with

the plans and to report back at a later
date.

Following further discussion of

the proposal and questions and comments by the Board, Sexton made a

seconded by Jackson, that the
staff investigate the Three-on-Three
proposal, seek avenues for the Board
to sanction this fund-raiser and to bring
back a recommendation for consideration.
The motion passed 10-2.
motion,

Commissioner

Wise

re-

quested the Board's acceptance of a
loan modification from Montgomery &
Traders Bank from a 10% simple interest rate to 9%. Cardwell made a motion to accept the Commissioner's request.
Steidel seconded the motion
which passed unanimously.
President Story called for a
lunch break until 1 p.m.

President Story reconvened
the meeting at 1:05 p.m.

Board mem-

attendance for the afternoon
session were Cox and Jackson.
Following a discussion of the
new Policy & Procedure Manual which
includes the Board of Control Handbers not

in

book and

mended

in

additional policies

the

recom-

Management Review,

Jackson made a motion, seconded by
Welch, that the consideration of the
Policy Manual be tabled until the De-

cember meeting. The motion passed.
Commissioner Wise gave a
progress report on the Management

Talbott

made

a motion

Swimming Committee's

rec-

ommendation be adopted effective for
the 1994 season.
Sexton seconded
Cardwell

ing to discuss a Three-on-Three fundraising proposal.

made

authorize Commissioner

a motion to

Wise

to

is-

sue 250 complimentary tickets each
for the boys' and girls' state basketball
tournaments and 250 to the state football playoffs.
Jackson seconded the
motion which passed unanimously.
Commissioner Wise then presented a proposed rental agreement
for the use of the KHSAA Museum by
the International Book Project, Inc. on
March 4 & 5, 1994. Jackson moved to
adopt the recommendation of the Com-

Henson seconded the
motion which passed unanimously.
Sexton noted that alcohol should be off
missioner.

limits at

the event.

TeleCable representatives
Dan Williams and John
Colson presented a proposal sum-

Jeff Carter,

mary

for the

delayed broadcast rights

to the Boys' State Basketball

Tourna-

ment for 1994. Follov/ing questions
and comments, Rogers made a motion to accept the recommendation of
the Commissioner by extending the
contract with TeleCable for the 1994
Boys' BK Tournament.
Welch seconded the motion which passed unanimously.

President Story called on
Tackett to discuss insurance proposals for

and

coverage for tournaments
Board of Control and Staff.

liability

for the

Following questions and comments
on the various quotes submitted,
Talbott made a motion to accept the bid
of

which carries a premium of $1,441
through 6/30/94.
Henson seconded
the motion which passed unanimously.
Exec.

Comm.

Stout reported

Commissioners DeVries

that he, Asst.

and Boucher attended the National
Federation Section
Meeting in West
II

Asst.

Commissioner's recommendation.
Steidel seconded the motion which
passed unanimously.
The Board then heard again
from Ryan Todd of the Flying Zebras
at

through Special Markets for the tournament liability at a cost of $8,604 through
June 30, 1994. Hopper seconded the
motion which passed unanimously.
For the Board of Control and Staff liability insurance coverage, Hicks moved to
accept United Community Insurance
through Special Markets Insurance

United

Community Insurance

Items of interest discussed

Virginia.

were

1)

the National Federation's

fi-

exchange
soccer yellow cards; and

nancial concerns; 2) foreign

students; 3)

4) cost increase
rule

in

National Federation

books.

Reports distributed for the
Board's information were summaries
of the 1992-93 Appeals and the 1993
Boys' and Girls' State Basketball Reports.
In the absence of Football
Committee Chair Jackson, Tackett
submitted the Committee's recom-

mendation
1)

for

approval by the Board:

Reject a proposal from Knox Central

that the pre-season practice schedule

be

revised.

Talbott

moved

to accept,

Sexton seconded, motion passed. 2)
Move Class AAA State Football Finals
from Saturday to Friday evening, Dec. 3
at 7:00 p.m. due to a conflict with a
University of Louisville basketball
game. Cardwell made a motion to
accept. Hicks seconded, motion
passed unanimously. 3) Deny Pike
Co. Central's request to move to Class
AAA. Talbott made a motion to accept,
Cardwell seconded, motion passed 73.
4) Deny Middlesboro's request to
move to Class A until after 1 994. Hicks
made a motion to accept, Talbott seconded, motion passed 9-1.
Cardwell made a motion to
reconsider Pike Co. Central's request
to move to Class AAA. Welch seconded
the motion which passed. After further
discussion on the matter, Frank made
a motion to accept the Football Committee recommendation.
Sexton seconded the motion which failed 4-5. The
matter was deferred to the Dec. meeting.

Topics of
lowed:

brief discussion fol-

KMA Sports

Medicine Meeting,

pending legal matters discussed by
Attorney

Danny Reeves,

nament

at Fairdale,

VB Tourfrom Ken-

State

letter
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1994 Delegate Assembly Members
(Meeting scheduled for Feb. 25, 1994, at 10 a.m. at the

Delegate
WardBushart

School

WalterRustig
No one nominated

Lone Oak

BillWells

KHSAA

Headquarters)

Alternate

School

Dana Rohrer
WallaceAdams
No one nominated

Cariisle

Mun-ayHS

Jenry Ainley

Mike Thomas
Mike Duncan

Lyon County HS
Union County HS
West Hopkins HS

EdPostel
Ralph Edwards

Calloway County
TriggCounty HS
Providence HS

Doug Harris

WestHopkinsHS

Dan Sundberg

Hopkinsville

Marvin Denison

University Heights

Harold Staples
Randy Ursrey
H.D. Cowden
Arnold Hack

HS
Muhlenberg South HS
HancockCounty HS
Grayson County HS
Logan County HS
Warren East HS
Edmonson County HS
Cumberland County HS
Eliza bethtown HS
Caverna HS

Waymond Morris

Daviess County HS
Muhlenberg North HS

L

Buddy

Nichols

Bob Nylin
Kevin Wallace
David Stice
David Wells
Phillip

E Owen

Terry Martin

No one nominated
Chuck Vaughn
No one nominated
Russ Kline
Gordon Milby
Dave Bennett
Jenry

Mayes

Bruck Lynch
No one nominated
JimReuther
MelanieWise
Darrell Treece
Mark Evans
BillJones

HS

Fulton

HS

HS

Owensboro

Catholic

Campt^ellsvilleHS

Pleasure Ridge

ParkHS

Doss HS
Southem HS
St.

Xavier

HS

HS

Trinity

Ballard

HS

Spencer County HS
Henry County HS
Oldham County HS
Scott County HS

J.T. Mulligan

Lloyd Memorial

KenStuempel

Villa

HS

Madonna

Robert Schneider

Nevirport Catholic

Terry Keller

Silver

Bob Eades
ChariesS Craig

Paris

Fred Hester
Guy Strong
Frank Miklavcic

Mason County

Danny Haney
Frank Watson

Grove

HS

HS

HS

Pendleton County

George Rogers Clark HS
Frankfort
Lexington Catholic

Jim Price
Ed Belcher
EarlMelloy

Hugh McReynolds
Aaron Milliken
EdRich
Prentice Stanford

County
Lone Oak HS

Frederick Fraize

Logan County

Western HS

DossHS

Steve Miles
Jay Levine
Carolyn Medley
No one nominated

Holy Rosary

HS

HS

HS

MaleHS
Assumption
Eastern

Bob Buege
RodCloyd
Lany Phillips
Gran Mefford
Jay Graue
JimMcDonough

Bullitt

GregWilliams

HS

HS

North Hardin

Caverna

TomCheaney

JohnRadJunas
Bonnie Sizemore

Academy

Warren EastHS
Edmonson County
Monroe County HS

LeonMudd

Cari Foster

HS

McLean County HS

Kim Shaw
Kenny Henderson
No one nominated
No one nominated
No one nominated
PaulDennison

Thomas Seither
Chris O'Heam
Chuck Brown
Lex Tumer

HS

HS

HS

HS
HS
South Oldham HS
Owen County
St Henry HS
Holy Cross HS
Newport Catholic HS
Bishop Brossart HS
Nicholas County HS
Central

ShelbyCounty

Derring
StPatrick

Montgomery County
Frankfort
Lexington Christian

Ray Woodyard
Kelly Ambrose

Paul Dunbar

James Beeler

Casey County

Burgin

OrinSimmerman

Burgin

Jerry Stephens

McCreary Central

Walter Hulett

Monticello
North Laurel

Bob

Keith
Larry Mills

Clay County

GJSmith
Clayton Cash

South Laurel
Rockcastle County

Pineville

RobertMesser
JohnWilson
David Johnson
Homer Brown

Knox Central

Mike White
Bill Lee
Edwin D Holbrook

Jesse Ward
Jim Ellison
Gary Akins
Harold

Van Hook

Omus Shepherd

Paul Dunbar

Madison Southem
Casey County

Knox Central

Cawood
Whitesburg
Leslie County

No one nominated
Chariie Turner

Tom

Swartz
Terry
Stewart
Bob Wright
Ronald Preece
Bill Buelterman
Dwight Johnston
LizTrbandt
Jerry

W

Umberger

Joan Mitchell
JimmieReed
Tasso Harris
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Owsley County
Johnson Central
South Floyd

Model

Red

Bird

Harlan

Jenkins

R Noe
No one nominated
No one nominated

DilceCombs

Steve Trimble

Johnson Central
Betsy Layne

J

Al

Osborne

Phelps

Jerry Meade
Andy D Dotson

Rowan County

Claudia Hicks

Rov/an County

Elliott County

Madeline Sparks

West Carter

Russell
Paul Blazer

Jerry Klaiber

Russell

David Bayes

Boyd County

Millard

Kentucky Girls Sports Assn. (Secretary)
Washington County (Exec. Secretary)
Valley (President)

Shelby Valley
Phelps

Academy
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New NCAA Eligibility Rules
The
meet

following

eligibility

institution

and

is

a guide for coaches and counselors to use to certify that their student-athletes are on course

be

to

1995, to be considered a qualifier at a Division
practice and competition during the first year, the student must

standards for collegiate competition. Effective Aug.
to

Effective 1995

eligible for financial aid,

Graduate from high school,
Present a minimum combined test score on the
the ACT as indicated on the index scale belowr:

1,

I

1.

2.

CoreGPA

SAT

ACT

2.5 or above

700
750
800
850
900+

17
18
19

2.375
2.250
2.125
2.000
3.

SAT

verbal

and math sections or a minimum composite score on

20
21 +

Present a minimum grade point average

least

in at

Course

13 core courses

the following areas:

in

Years

English

3*

Mathematics

2*

Natural/Physical Science

Courses
Social Science

2
2
2
2

Above Areas

Additional

in

Additional

Academic Courses

'Please note that student-athletes entenng a Division I institution on or after Aug. 1, 1996 must present four
years of English and the two-year requirement in mathematics must involve one year of algebra and one year of
geometry.

To be a
1.

2.

qualifier at

a Division

II

you must:

institution

Graduate from high school,
Present a minimum grade point average

of 2.0 in at least

SAT

Present a minimum 700 combined score on the
17 on the ACT test.

3.

NCAA

Information taken from the 1993-94

13 core courses

verbal

in

the

same areas noted

above,

and math sections or a minimum composite score

Guide

of

College-Bound Student-Athlete

for the

NCAA Rules For Summer Athletic Camp Funding
Recently there has been

some

discussion

among

college foot-

and their involvement with
high school booster clubs with this

interests"

ball coaches regarding high school
students receiving funding to attend

kind of situaton.

camps during the summer.
The main issue has related to
the raising of money by high school

NCAA

football

booster clubs or high school coaches
for their student-athletes to

camps on

attend

The

college campuses.

funds

possibility certainly exists that

are being raised from alumni of col-

leges and universities that
ally

may

actu-

be recruiting these student-ath-

The

school or the organization conducting

applicable rules

come

in

the

Manual under Precollege Ex-

penses (13.16). One rule entitled "Involvement by Local Representatives of
Institution's

Athletics

"A rep-

resentative of an institution's athletics

efit

may

provide funding to ben-

There are

NCAA

regulations

governing "representatives of

athletic

(c)

activity;

The funds are

directiy for

not earmarkec

a specific prospective

stu-

dent-athlete.

Again, these are
lations

NCAA

and not high school

regu-

athletic

association rules, but they are important to note for high school athletes.

a high school athletics program

located

in

the community

in

which the

athletics representative resides,

pro-

vided:

letes.

the fund-raising

Interests"

(13.16.1.2.1) reads as follows:

interests

(b) The funds are distributed through
channels established by the high

(a)

The

representative acts inde-

pendently of the

Reprinted from the North Carolina Higt,
School Athletic Association Bulletin.

institution;
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Few Rules Changes For '94
KANSAS

CITY, Mo.

-

Begin-

ning with the 1994 season, high school
football players will

be able

to play with

that any delayed, excessive or prolonged

ball

Jan. 7-9 meeting

in

Point

Clear, Ala., the National Federation
Football Rules Committee voted to allow hard, abrasive or unyielding sub-

stances on the hand, wrist, forearm or
elbow if the substance is covered on all
exterior surfaces with

after Jan. 1,
1

minimum thickness and
addition,

same

a licensed medi-

of

The committee had the bendata from the NCAA, which has

allowed casts with proper padding for

10 years, as well as from six state
associations, including Kentucky, that
experimented v^ith the basics of this
rule last season.
As a follow-up to last year's
discussion of a ban on adhesive, sticky
or tacky gloves, which was delayed
until

-5-2c

1-5-3c

ment of a test standard, the Football
Rues Committee voted that the gloves
designed for athletic competition shall
have an interior label securely attached
or an interior stamp indicating voluntary compliance vinth test specifications
on file with the Sporting Goods Manufacturers Association as of Jan.

1,

1994.

At last year's meeting, the
committee voted to prohibit the

use of sticky or tacky gloves; however,
ban later was delayed until the
1994 season because of a timing concern for manufacturers, dealers and

that

schools.

In

the interim, the

SGMA coor-

dinated the development of test stan-

and gloves designed for athletic
competition worn in the 1994 season
must meet the standards.

dards,

The

rule

committee voted
in

case of extreme heat or humidity when
is a health risk for the players.
Dick Schindler said this has been done
for several years, but this change will
give rule support for officials to call

there

time-outs

in

these instances.

limiting

facturer's logo/trade

names

manuto

1.5

inches by 1.5 inches square on a

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1994

Gloves designed for athletic competition shall have an Interior label securely
attached or an Interior stamp (NF/NCAA Specifications) indicating voluntary
compliance with test speciricatlons on file with the Sporting Goods
Manufacturers Association as of Jan. 1, 1994.
Allows hard materials on hand, wrist, forearm or elbow when padded as
specified if directed In writing by a licensed medical physician to protect an
Jerseys and pants manufactured after Jan. 1, 1996 shall have only one
manufacturer's logo/trade name on each Item and it shall not exceed

visible

1.5 X 1.5 inches square.

2-9-1 ;6-5

On

3-5-7h

Officials

a scrimmage kick,

may

R may only fair catch beyond the neutral zone.
when heat or humidity may create a health

take a time-out

risk

to players.

3-7-2

Replaced players

6-1 -6

On

9-8-1 k

A

shall leave the field immediately.

is Ignored if K pushes R into contact with the ball.
6-5-6 Pen; 10-4-4d Invalid fair catch signal will be penalized from the previous spot.
9-5-1 b
Added "taunting" to the rule prohibiting baiting.
9-5-1 c
It Is unsportsmanlike if a player attempts to focus attention upon himself with

a free kick, touching

any delayed, excessive or prolonged
substitute

who

of sideline

act.

enters the playing area during a fight shall be disqualified.

Editorial Changes
Redefined position of the goal
1 -2-6

1-3-4

to

the

injury.

1-5-3k

the 1994 season to allow develop-

rules

rules

allow officials to take a time-out

foot-

Football Rules Revisons For 1994
1

to the

guidelines.

efit

be penal-

ejected.

that the hard material

padded according

properiy

The

referred to a

Sportsmanship was the emphasis of two rules changes. Beginning next year, any substitute who
leaves the team box and enters the
playing field during a fight shall be

similar physi-

must approve in writing
any playing cast or splint, and the document must be available for the contest
officials to verify

shall

ized as unsportsmanlike conduct.

committee.

cal physician

is

was

Federation/NCAA

upon himself

attention

manufacturer's washing labels on the

properties.
In

act by which a player attempts to focus

1,

994. The question of whether to allow

exterior of a uniform

also

no less than 1/2

polyurethane, or a material of the
cal

1996, rather than Jan.

high-density, closed-cell

inch-thick,

added

and pants manufactured

affect jerseys

cian.
its

The committee

taunting to the baiting rule and noted

joint National

At

Football

player's pants and jersey has been
delayed two years. This rule now will

substances
on the hand, wrist, forearm or elbow, as
long as the substance is covered with
approved materials to protect the injury
as directed by a licensed medial physicasts/splints or other hard

13

and goal

line

line

pylons as out-of-bounds at Intersection

extended.

Defined a kicking tee.

2-3-1 ;9-3 Reorganized coverage for

arms when the

illegal

blocks, legal clipping

and use of hands and

ball Is loose.

2-6-1 ;3-5 Reorganized coverage for authorized conference and

official's

time-out.

Coverage provided when the ball Is dead In endzone with no player
possession.
2-15-2c,g Defined a live ball foul and a foul simultaneous with the snap.
2-18-2,3 Defined forward and backward handing.
2-28-3
Defined when forward pass has crossed neutral zone.
2-29-3;
A back may not have any part of his body breaking the plane of nearest
teammates' waist.
6-5-5
Added coverage relative to touching by R.
7-5-2
Reorganized illegal fonward pass articles and tables.
Deleted duplicate coverage on blocking eligible receiver.
9-2-3e
2-12-5

Enforcement Diagram

1c and 2b

~ Added

Illegal kick.

Other section affected: 2-10-1; 2-15-2e; 2-22-7; 2-42; 3-2-2.3; 3-3-4; 3-5-6; 4-22a(2); Note: 6-5-2; 7-3-2; 9-3-6; 10-3.

Points of Emphasis
1. Helmet Contact
2. Free-blocking zone

I ATHLETE
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Tennis Looks To Eliminate State Tourney Byes
mended

MINUTES

to read

December

14,

'

that the wording

be changed

Barring iniurv the coach
.

MAY

NOT enter the court enclosure. CoachMUST be done from OUTSIDE the

1993

ing

The State Tennis Committee
met on Tuesday, Dec. 14, 1993, at the
Kentucky High School Athletic Association Office in Lexington.

Commissioner

Brigid L.

DeVries called

members present

Com-

included

Cliff

And

that

noted that "Parents

it

should also be

may

not talk to play-

ers during "split-set" rest periods.

The

Assistant

the meeting to order at 1:30 p.m.
mittee

fencing."

was

next item on the

Joe Kroh advised the
mittee that

a discussion and evaluation of the

The committee reviewed the
and made a few
changes. It was pointed out that
coaches need to communicate with

All-State

Committee.
DeVries reviewed the Consti

and By-Laws

tution

with regard to

Jerry Johns, Terry
Johnson, David Compton, Joe Kroh,
Kathy Johnston, Jane Prince and Rob-

state information

ert Hardin.

the Seeding Committee prior to their

the practice season.

meeting in case of a conflict w/ith graduas it is impossible to change the
times for play once the seeding has

was

The
ment

first

item

on the agenda

a discussion of regional tournasites.

Written requests submit-

ted to date by schools wanting to host
regional tournaments

were given conThey in-

sideration by the committee.

cluded requests from Lloyd Memorial
and St. Xavier. DeVries will
,

Apollo,

solicit further

sites.

information on

The dates

naments are

all

regional

of the Regional Tour-

on the school calendar as the week of May 16, 1994.
The committee reviewed the
regional information and made an addition regarding the Coachino During
Play regulation on the Regional Information sheet. The committee recomlisted

ation,

been made.
Johnston requested that a
player's "Year in School" be added to
the program for 1994.
Richardson suggested that
the committee look at eliminating the
byes in State Tournament play. DeVries
appointed Richardson and Kroh to
serve on a State Format Sub-Committee to study the possibility of eliminating byes in future tournaments. It was
suggested the subcommittee present
their report after the 1994 State Tournament.

th(

Seasons. It was note(
that regular season play ends on th(
Saturday preceding regional tourna
ment play. Committee members aske(
Limitation of

Richardson,

was

Com

probability there will b(

no Prince All-American Selections thit
year due to internal problems.
Bol
Love will serve again as Chairman c
the 1994 Tennis Coaches Associatloi

agenda

State Tennis Tournament.

in all

for a clarification regarding the start o

The

next item on the agendi

a discussion of the K.H.S.A.A

Tennis Regulations
The committe(
felt that these regulations were ver
helpful to tennis coaches, and encour
aged schools to use a standard forma
in scheduling matches.
.

Prince announced that plani
were being made for an Invitationa
Singles Tournament to be held in th(
spring in Owensboro. Information wi
be forthcoming to all schools. Rol
Hardin asked that Ryle be added to the
Boys' and Girls' Tennis Regions.

There being no further busi
ness the meeting was adjourned.

Sweet Sixteen Tickets On Sale Now

Did You Forget To Order Your Tickets
To The 1994 State Basl^etball Tournaments
If

So

Call Now...

606-299-5472

Good Seats
Sweet Sixteen
E.A. Diddle Arena
Bowling Green
March 16-19, 1994

Girls'

Still

Available

Boys' Sweet Sixteen

Freedom

Hall

Louisville

March

23-26, 1994
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1993 KAPOS

CHEERLEADING CHAMPIONS

HENRY CLAY BLUE DEVILS
1993 Boys' State-At-Large Champions
Front Row: (L-R) Kimberlie Weinberg, Kristin Guiler, Stacie Weint>erg, Bradley Holcomb,

Amy

Young, Kate Schneider, Courtney Potter, Julie Morgan, Abby Hill, Callie
Walsh, Rebecca Adams, Nicole Clark, LeAnne Lancaster, Susan Pope,
Cassidy Ruschell, Kate Fugazzi, Coach Donna Robinson
Riddle, Nikki

Prater,

Katie

HARRISON COUNTY FILLIES
1993

Girls'

State-At-Large

Champions

Amy Hill, Toni Rae Dennis, Julie Ogden, Shelly Yearsley, Jenny Clifford,
Back Row: Coach Cathy Whalen, Kendra Keams, Jenny Northcutt, Nicole

Front Row: (L-R)
Crystal Dixon.

Tackett, Farrah Fk>rerH:e, Leslie Ritchie, Stacey Snopek.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY
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KAPOS Sets '94 Tournament Guidelines
Participating cheerleader and
cheerleading coaches registration: all
cheerieading squads and/or coaches
are asked to stop by the Kentucky As-

Pep Organization Spon-

sociation of

sors table
1.

Register your squad.

2.

Picl<

follows:

Judging for the Girls' State-AtLarge winners will take place at 8:30
a.m., Saturday, March 19, at Greenwood High School in Bowling Green.
Judging for the Boys' State-At-Large
wnnners will take place at 8:30 a.m.,

The winning cheerleading
squad

the Boys' Sweet 16 v^ll reTed Sanford Trophy; the Girls'

in

Sweet 16 winner

up important information and

materials for your squad.

make

their task easier,

we

receive the

will

Tom

Award. The runner-up cheerlead-

Mills

ing

Along with a KAPOS Board
member, there will be high school
cheerleaders to assist you. They can
be identified by their hostess
armbands. Feel free to ask them for
help, and in turn, they may seek you and
your cheerleaders to be interviewed by
one of the radio commentators. In
order to

of State-At-Large Cheerleading

ceive the

to:

squads will receive a trophy, with
and fourth-place squads receiv-

coaches are asked

award

addition, the Special K-

In

be located close

to

so they can easily
come on the floor should they win an
award.

are

because the

Good Sportsmanship Month, KAPOS

guides could not locate the desired
person in time for the interview.

has always tried to put special emphasis on being a good sport at tournament time. Being a good sport is part

is

often missed

We

Hospitality Room:
remind
cheerleaders and coaches that you
are cordially invited to have refreshments, socialize with friends, exchange
all

good

of being a

good

to

However,

nament time

Attention Principals.

team

will

be

16, included

participating
in

in

the

If

your

Sweet

the packet sent to you by

KHSAA will

be a letter pertaining
your cheerleading squad. Be sure
the

look for this and relay

all

to
to

information to

We

your cheerleading coach.
request
your cheerleaders be chaperoned by a
well-qualified, school-approved adult.
Verification ofthis, along v^nth your cheerleading coach's name, must be reported

you

in

will

the

letter of

letter

KAPOS

the hands of the

is

must be

in

officer prior to

is

it

especially

fitting at

tour-

remind all citizens that
to be able to attend the

to

a privilege

tournament and that each individual
can contribute to the success of the
tournamentif he will abide by the KAPOS
Sportsmanship Creed proclaimed by
Governor Brereton Jones. The
Governor's proclamation is on display
at the

KAPOS

Remember, Be A

table.

Sport!

State-At-Large
Recognition

confirmation which

This

receive.

it

don't be-

citizens

problems

our hospitality room.

We

citizen.

need to be reminded
exemplify good sportsmanship.

lieve

ideas and perhaps get help with your
at

to the

is

annually given

those 16 fortunate enough to

nament. The winner will receive the
Jane Meyer Trophy, while the runnerup vAW receive the KAPOS President's

is

a paid

member

of

KAPOS

or

—

squads

KAPOS

pleased to honor
outstanding cheerleading squads vAth
All
recognition they so well deserve.
cheerleader awards will be presented
is

KAPOS members

of representing their district

in the
Region-At-Large cheerieading

competition.

Awarding Trophies

at the district level,

that are

are eligible to be judged for the honor

KAPOS

Handbook.

up

each

The

v\flnner

and runner-

progress to the
region. In turn, the giris' varsity winner
and runner-up and the boys' varsity
of

district will

winner and runner-up from each

re-

allowed to compete for the

title

gion

will

be awarded

to the top

addition to several special

Notes To Administrators

Many
to

our

SOS

of

you have responded^

in

releasing teaching

personnel to assist with the many tasks
necessary to keep this organization
functioning effective.

Again, we need judges and
personnel help at the tournament. This
involves at least

1

2 to

1

5 people.

It

is

also backbreaking, tiresome work.

However, we have many dedicated
persons who have indicated a willingness to help share these duties provided they get a release from their administrators.

Therefore, the

KAPOS

Board is seeking your understanding
and cooperation should you be asked
to release a teacher from his or her
duties to help carry on the work KAPOS

state of Kentucky.

is

Stella S. Gilb

KAPOS

the State Tour-

and fourth-place squads.
Beginning

all

in

Plaques vAW be given to the

Trophy.
third-

trophies

partici-

floor.

pays the fee before their first game in
order for your squad to compete for the
cheerleading awards in the State Tournament. The winners will be determined by use of a KAPOS Judging
Sheet
a copy appears in the KAPOS

ing,

squads in
awards.

cheerieading squads other than

pate with their teams

school

details are supplied below.

At the conclusion of the judg-

is doing to make cheerleading a worthwhile educational experience in the

Champions

the time your cheerleaders take the
Important: Please be sure your

—

to the playing floor

Sportsmanship Month
While every month should be

interview

Saturday, March 26, at the Louisville

Pep Award will be presented. All tournament cheerleading squads and their

ing plaques.

possible radio

A

pions.

Gardens. The public is invited to these
outstanding events. The admission
charge of $4 will go toward the expenses of the KAPOS scholarship

third-

asking that you register your seat, row

and section number.

Cham-

between games on Friday night of the
State Tournament. The awards are as

is

Scholarship
happy to annually

award the

Stella S. Gilb Scholarship to
outstanding cheerleaders from Kentucky. In 1993, KAPOS awarded ten
$500 scholarships to well-deserving
cheerieaders. One of your cheerleaders may be a potential scholarship
winner, so get your applications in early.
Applications must be turned in no later
than April 30. Contact a KAPOS Board
member or officer for application forms
or pick them up at the State Tourna-

ment

KAPOS

table.

KAPOS Services
Maintains an

affiliation

with

c^
JANUARY/FEBRUARY
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the

we may

order that

in

help

them and they may assist us in any way
possible to promote good sportsman-

1993 Tournament Champions

the state of Kentucky.
Maintains continual communication with cheerleading coaches In

ship

17

in

ASHLAND PAUL BLAZER TOMCATS
1993 Boys' Sweet Sixteen Champions

the state to ascertain their needs, problems, suggestions

and

criticism.

Holds judging clinics to promote better understanding between
cheerleading coaches and Judges and
to encourage consistency in interpre'

tation of

KAPOS

rules

and recommen-

dations.

Sponsors

awards

to

outstanding cheerleading squads at
regional and state levels.
Sponsors the judging of outstanding cheerleading squads for
Sweet 16 competition.
Sponsors Sportsmanship
Month during March.

the

district,
•

'

•

Sen/es as host of the

KAPOS

and the KAPOS Hospitality Room
at the Girls' and Boys' Sweet 16s.
Sponsors the Stella S. Gilb
Scholarship, an educational scholarship awarded each year to outstanding
and deserving cheerleaders in Ken-

First

tucky.

Row:Torri Sanford, Heather Cooke, Erica Mason,

table

'

•

Presents the "Cheerleading

Coach

of the Year Award"
and boys' coaches.
•

for

both

Row: (L-R)

Kristy Prince,

Third Row: Shelley Berrong, Leigh

in

Anne

Clanton,

Kelli

Luquer, Lisa Riggs, Jenni

Deanna

Griffith.

Hill.

girls'

WHITESBURG LADY YELLOWJACKETS

Presents the "Pat Dooley K-

Pep Award"

Shannon Wilson, Nancy Huffman, Angle Thomas. Second

each region and state

1993

Girls'

Sweet Sixteen Champions

tournament.

Members
tors

serve as instruc-

and judges as requested by the

various groups

(KHSAA, YMCA, NCAA,

schools, etc.)

Sponsors the Kentucky
Cheerleading Coaches Conference
each July or August in Lexington.
Sponsors a Medical Symposium designed for cheerleading
coaches.

p A

t^

§ i^

Membership Requirements
Membershipin

KAPOS is open

schools who are affiliated with a
school system in Kentucky. Dues are

to

all

$2 per varsity cheerleader plus $2 for
the coach and entitle the school to

membership
fiscal

in the organization for the
year from July 1 through June 30.

Dues should be

paid to the

treasurer of KAPOS by Dec. 15.

A mem-

then be returned to
you. A KAPOS Handbook is mailed to
all high school principals at the beginning of each school year.
bership card

will

\!ANUARYIFEBRUARY 1994

Top Row:

(L-R) Stacey Ison, Jamie Joseph, Misty Howard,

Hoibrook, Heather Boggs, Diana

Hughart,

TeShawna

Webb. Bottom Row:

Barker, Stacey Brown.

LaShawna

Holbrook, Jennifer

Lisa Frazier, Stephanie McFall, Brigitte

18
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PARTICIPATING IN
HIGH SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
BUILDS:
Self-esteem

Sense

Self-confidence

Success

of Fair Play

Self-discipline
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/inning Isn't Everything
whether you win or

lose, it's

and react

how

adults. If

them

ling

in the

in fact, that they

misleading.

is

more reason

and philosophies of contemporary
sports

of good physical fitness habits for

ground

for helping kids
to all types

Lesson No.

•

of

goal.

success and failure.

Lesson No.

But

s

school, can help kids establish a pattern

fault

develop sound reactions

to compete.

hoping

how

programs should be examined

to win;

skills,

Things are getting out of hand.

later "contests."

Lesson No.

grade are

igh twelfth

How

3:

to cooperate.

acquired

how

onal

athletes,

Lesson No.

In

how much
•

to put the

team

well as

o of the
inning
;here's

•

ahead

minute

"It's

time

— that

wonderful,

nothing wrong

we remind

all

ourselves

— and our students

But

—

that all sports trophies gather is

the other lessons of school sports

stay with a student for a lifetime
i

winners of

and

all student-athletes.

How

win and lose,
'hroughout life, everyone must deal
'ith success and failure, and the early
^esson

No.

1:

Lesson No.

How

8:

to

develop new

skills.

team sports

skills stu-

The

sports trophies gather

is

dust.

to

the

It's

to

lANUARYIFEBRUARY 1994

They can,

later life.

experiment

to deter-

mine which

skills they

might be able

to

—

use later

including individual

sports that can provide a

student-athletes."

of school
s or the only message
athletic programs give students.
It's
we remind ourselves
and our
It's

to

however, teach kids how

other lessons of school sports that stay with a
student for a lifetime and make winners of all

win every

shouldn't be the

—

other

dents learn in school
cannot always be used in

lifetime

lesson

;nts

how many

for

you
game

that is played.

ing

time

must be forgone)

game?
is

trying to
;

last

and de-

how much

reach a goal.

allowed to play

during the

It

pleasures and activities

but the sub-

3 points,

es are

is

first.

and effort are needed (as

school's most

basketball

team

set priorities

ciding

sports programs,

hich a

to

team

a

also involves learning to

ented from partici-

tied a

How

7:

Being

player involves learning

school

have

they achieve.

Lesson No.
sacrifice.

:times actually are

ince,

Disci-

large extent, they control

but

ow many times,

self-

perfect, but

teach youngsters that, to a

These days, howthe need to win has
me so pervasive in
ols that
students

in the

develop

to

makes

practice consistent.

s.

g

an

pline in school sports help

emphasized goal
or high

is

self-discipline keeps the

ementary, junior high
ol

How

6:

ing never should be
lost

athletic

to reach potential

discipline. Practice

Winning

as such.

improve

skill.

be essential for pro-

t

student-athletes
to

Individual potential varies, of course,

they should not be
.'d

a

they should learn that any skill

professionals —

iports

life.

work toward

anything requires

at

When

but learning

•

a nutshell, students in kindergarten

to

can be improved by continued work.

is

to put forth their best efforts.

Teaching students to make and effort
gives them a competitive edge for life's

rly

To be good

continually work

Most

what they should learn

How

5:

practice.

How

2:

individuals and teams enter contests

the methods,

)1

as

flaunted

is

training

United States that

as "extra"

the

s all

is

school

high

the

in

is

gymnasium or on television. Participation in sports and fitness programs,
especially beginning in elementary

a

words, athletics are so closely linked

hooling

good and bad events

to

game

the

they accept

winning constantly

if

ictly are billed as "co-curricular," in
I

how

— defeat always someone's
— then school athletics are poor

ompetitive sports are an important part

So important,

students receive through

school sports affects

ulay the game."

hool.

many

training

athletic programs in the
Iost school
United States seem to have forgotten,
'not

:

19

of

healthy

physical activity.

any team sport, individuals not only
need

to

be the best they can be, but they

also need to

know how

successfully.

to

work together

Learning cooperation

is

the first step toward understanding that

group

effort often

is

necessary to achieve

productivity and success as adults.

Lesson No.

4:

often, people

How
sit

to participate.

and watch

Too

— whether

It's

time school systems stop directing

their sports
start

paying

sports
all

programs

and
making sure

to star athletes

full attention to

programs teach these eight lessons

students.

As

to

successful coach a sports-

Al McGuire has pointed out,
"Winning is overemphasized. The only time
it is really important is in surgery and war."
caster

We

must take

his

words

to heart.
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Dawahares-Kentucky High School Athletic Association

HALL OF FAME
Official

Nomination Form

Hall of Fame is open to anyone who has played, officiated or administered high school
any Kentucky high school, past or present, or to anyone who has been of service to Kentucky high school athletics. (Please type all information).

The Dawahares-Kentucky High School Athletic Association
at

Name of Person Nominated:

Address

of

Person Being Nominated

Brelfly List Specific

List

hJame

Accomplishments

(or surviving relative

of

If

Comments On Nominee:

Nominee:

nominations

of Individual Submitting Nomination:

Address:

deceased):

Name of Sctiools Wtiere Nominee Involved:

All

athletics

Signed:

will

be fonvarded to the Hall of Fame Selection Committee to be appointed by the President
Kentucky High School Athletic Association Board of Control.

of the

KHSAA

Hail of

Fame

Group Demographics

Please include a limited number of newspaper
magazine articles and other supportive materials that would be helpful to the Hall of
Fame Screening Committee.

clippings,

The group

Eligibilitv

Eligibility for

the

KHSAA

Hall of

Fame

is

based

on high school accomplishments and contribuAny player who has been out of high
school eight years, or any coach, administrator
or official who has distinguished themselves in

- five
-

tions only.

-

of

20 persons must include at least:
age of 60;

"senior^ inductees over the

two women
two minorities

General Criteria

-one representative from the following combined regions:

their respective field is eligible.

1-2;3-4;M;7-8;9-10;11-12;13-14;15-16.

Nominees must exemplify the highest standards
of sportsmanship, ethical conduct

and moral

character.

Nominations

Anyone can nominate a person for the Hall of
Fame. Nomination deadline Is April 1 An official
KHSAA Hall of Fame nomination must be com.

pleted for each nominee. Additional information

can also be submitted with the nomination form.

who

Instructions

Athletes would be former student-athletes

All information

are being nominated for their achievements in
interscholastic atletics. Coaches would be considered on the merits of their high school coach-

and received

on

this

form must be completed

the Kentucky High School Athletic
Association before April 1 The completed nomination form and support materials should be sent
try

.

ing achievemtns only

and

officials

on the basis

of their service as a high school official.

to:

Selection
Twenty people

Dawahares-KHSAA

be inducted into the Hall of
Fame each year. A selection committee will meet
will

the third Friday of April
inductees.

in

Hall of

Fame

2280 Executive Drive
Lexington, KY 40505

Lexington to pick the

Once the nomination form is received by the
KHSAA, all actions necessary to the selection process shall remain confidential. All information submitted shall be retained by the Hall of Fame.

ALL CANDIDATES WILL BE JUDGED
ON THEIR SIGNIFICANT AND/OR
LONG-TERM CONTRIBUTIONS TO
INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS.
Accomplishments

at

the college or profes-

sional level will not be considered by the

selection committee.
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Thanks To

Sports Participation Rising

Girls,

KANSAS CITY, Mo. —Thanks

letics

grams, participation In high school athIncreased for the fourth straight

crease of 2,500 participants.
Girls'
soccer participation has Increased from
23,475 in 1979 to 149,053 this past
year and has moved from No. 12 to No.

year (and eight of the past nine years)

5

to a large Increase In girls' sports pro-

1992-93, according to the annual
sports participation survey conducted

in

popularity.

The

in

by the National Federation.

The

National Federation has

compiled the survey since 1971 based
on figures from the 51 state high school
athletic/activity associations that are
imembers of the National Federation.
The 1992-93 sports participation total of 5,413,878 Is up 43,224
:from the previous year and Is the highest mark since 5,563,912 in 1978-79.
I

The

total

boys,

Is

composed

of 3,416,389

down 13,464 from 1991-92, and

1,997,489

previous year.

The

girls'

total

Is

the

second highest ever and only 85,000
off the all-time record of 2,083,040 In
(1977-78.

"These figures are very enI

Icouraglng given the budget problems
that are occurring in high schools na-

popular

girls'

athletic programs hit an all-time high of
6,450,482 In 1977-78, which was the
height of high enrollments In high
schools nationwide resulting from the

boom" generation of the late
|l950s and early 1960$.
'
With the exception of a slight
decrease from 1987-88 to 1988-89,
participation has risen each year since
jj"baby

The 1984-85 totals
stopped a six-year downward spiral In
which participation dropped five years.
Increases In volleyball and
soccer accounted for a large part of the

the 1984-85 year.

rise In girls' participation totals.
ball

participation

was up

Volley-

notable increases for girls were track
and field (7,759), basketball (5,974)
and cross country (5,812).
Soccer is now the frfth-most

popular sport for
nis,

girls,

supplanting ten-

which dropped to

sixth after a de-
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by outdoor track and

(334,942), volleyball (313,055),
fast-pitch Softball (225,638), soccer
(149, 053), tennis (136, 91 9), cross coun-

field

swimming (93,545),
hockey (51,092) and slow-pitch

try

(116,221),

field

soft-

(42,884).

ball

Soccer also registered the top
In school sponsorship among
sports with an additional 311

golf (129,001),

and swimming (78,474).

terms of school sponsorhowever, nine of the top 10 boys'
In

sports registered increases, topped
by gotf with 231 additional schools.

Others wflth large increases in school
sponsorship were tennis (156) and
soccer (112).
In

state,

the

listing of

sylvania (211,800),

New

and

field

(120), tennis (54)

basketball (34).

Boys'

dropped

slightiy,

and

1

with

followed by California
(462,107), New York (296,440), Ohio
(277,191), Michigan (261,460), Penn-

528,476,

girls'

schools sponsoring the sport in 199293.
Other girls' sports that recorded
jumps in school sponsorship were golf
(264), cross country (149), volleyball
(142), fast-pitch softball (142), outdoor

participants by

Texas remains No.

increase

Illinois

(195,423),

Jersey (188,147), Wisconsin
(157,406) and Florida (150,287).
The 1992-93 sports participation survey is printed in the 1993-94
National Federation Handbook, which
is

available from the National Federa-

tion,

11724

City,

MO

NW

Plaza

Circle,

Kansas

64195-0626.

participation
vwth only three

of the top-10 sports registering

Basketball, soccer

Increases.

and cross country had more
on the boys' side in
1992-93, with the other seven

experiencing
sports
creases.
Interest in

de-

boys' soc-

cer continues to parallel growth
in

girls'

Soccer

competition.

is

the fifth-most popular sport for

boys with 242,095 participants.
In 1979, boys' soccer had
132,073 participants and
ranked eighth nationally. In 13
years,

participation

has

in-

creased 1 10,000, and the sport
has moved past tennis, cross
country and wrestling in popularity.

Cross country also

19,107, and

soccer added an additional 13,751 participants from the previous year. Other

sport with 397,586 par-

ticipants, followed

participants

high school

fol-

ship,

Basketball remains the most

provide opportunities for participation."
In

in girls'

a distant second with 521,023,

lowed by baseball (430,401), outdoor
track and field (412,638), soccer
(242,095) wrestling (222,025), cross

4,099 participants.

track

Participation

change

is

country (159,536), tennis (138,177),

Kanaby, executive director of the National Federation.
"It is obvious that the interest In
high school athletic programs continues to remain very high amongst our
student population and that schools
are finding new and unique ways to
tionwide," said Robert F.

only other

mains the most popular sport for boys
910,407 participants. Basketball

with

top-10 sports was slow-pitch softball
moving from No. 11 to No. 10, trading
places with golf, which declined by

up 56,688 from the

girls,

21

had a

big gain with

tional

participants for a

93

total of

was

5,417 addi1992-

159,536. Basketball

the other boys' sport that

Pholo by Greg Perry

Nicholas County's Tina Fryman defends as
gained participants from the
Warren East's Alison Smith looked for help durprevious year, adding 2,896.
ing the '93 Sweet Sixteen final. Girls' basketball
Despite a decrease of
is the most popular sport in Kentucky, wrtth over
2,438 participants, football re6,000 participants.
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I ATHLETE

^^ ^^.^ ^
upon UQtes
FOOTBALL

1

H

MADISON CENTRAL
Contact Bill Cronin

BARREN COUNTY

(606) 624-4505

1994
Contact Bobby Steenbergen
(502)651-6552
Sept. 9,

MONROE COUNTT
Sept. 2,

(502)487-6217

Aug. 26, 1994
Contact Bob Burnett

MONTGOMERYCOUNTY

(606)331-1220

Sept. 2,

1994

Contact Paul Rains

BRYAN STATION
Oct. 21,

1994

Contact Sam Clark, A. D.

BEECHV\/OOD

Sept. 9,

1994 (Home)

Sept. 16,

(606) 497-8765 or 498-6490

1994
1994

Oct. 14,

1994

Contact David Can"
(502) 753-5202

CAWOOD
1994

RYLE

Contact Tim Saylor

Oct. 28,

(606) 573-5029 or
(606) 573-5279

Contact Charles Holland

CENTERVILLE(OH)

27
27
26

Dumphord, Paris

26

Free Throw % Leaders
Harney, Holy Cross (Covington)
Taylor, Taylor Co.
Curry, Adair Co.

Thompson,

Scott

31

88
88
88
87
86

CHRISTIAN COUNTY
Oct. 21, 1994 (Away)
Contact Dan Gobel/Wilton Gant
(502) 887-1 100 or

Rebounding Leaders
Stevenson, Bellevue

16

Wilson, Williamsburg

IS

Red

13

Collins,

Bird

Richardson, Moore

13

Bingham, Jessamine Co.

12

(Team)
Scoring

Red Bird
Mason Co.

91

Defense
Greenup Co.

46

SEYMOUR (Ind.)

Shelby Co.
Holy Cross (Covington)

1994

Contact McConnaughhay

60 miles N

Louisville

1994 (H or A)
Contact Mickey Beck
(812)522-4384

Caverns
Corbin

53

Warren East

53
54
55

Girls (Individual)
Scoring Leaders
Townsend, Apollo
Gamer, Madison Central
Peterson, Manual
Waltz, Highlands
Goodrich, Berea

29
28
27
26
25

Red

Bird

Sept. 30,

after 2:15 p.m.

FLEMING COUNTY

SHERIDAN

1994

(lnd.-350enr.)

25 miles N Indianapolis
Oct. 14, 1994
Contact Larry Wright
(317)758-4431

ContactTedPurcelJ
(606) 845-6601 or
(606)845-1333

Free Throw % Leaders
Waltz, Highlands
Atkinson, Clarti Co.

FRANKUN COUNTS
TOLSIA (W.V.)

1994

460

Contact Don Sturgln/Tom Roberts

enrolled

(502) 695-6750

Sept.

(502) 695-6740

Oct. 14,

9,

Oct. 21,

1994
1994
1994

Contact Terry Porter

FRANKUN-SIMPSON

(304)648-7015

1994

Contact Walter Heath

WOODFORDCOUNT/

(502) 586-3273

1994
Contact Steve Bamett
(606) 873-5434 (W)
(606) 873-8459 (H)
Sept. 30,

HARRODSBURG
1994
Sept. 23, 1994
Contact Alvjs Johnson
(606) 734-8420 (W)
(606) 734-4166 (H)

Avg

Scoring Leadere
Richardson, Moore
Wilson,Williamsburg
Couch, Leslie Co.
Frazier, McCreary Central

(502) 863-3663

Sept. 16,

(513)439-3517

Oct. 7,

Boy* (Individual)

Moore

Aug. 26, 1994

1994

Contact Bemie Whitzmann

Sept. 9,

1B04: Compiled weakly)

87
86
86
86

SCOTT COUNTY

2,000 enrolled

Sept. 16,

12,

994

1

(606) 384-4837

(502)887-1121

(Gtmas Played Thru Jmn.

MURRAY

(606)299-1904

Sept. 9/10,

Summary

Blevins, Metcalfe Co.

Contact Dan Cassity

Sept. 23,

Basketball Stat

Sept. 2,

1

COACHINGVACANCIES
FRANKUN-SIMPSON
Head

Football

Coach Needed

Contact Frank Cardwell, Principal
(502) 586-3273

Snedegar, Bath Co.
Thompson, North Hardin

92
ga
82
81

Townsend, Apollo

81

Rebounding Leaders
Reutman, Villa Madonna
Fariey, Model

15l

Thacker, Belfry

14

McCauley, Rockcastle
Taylor, Jessamine Co.

13,

18

13

(Team)
Scoring

Manual
Warren East
Knox Central
Holy Cross (Covington)
Johnson Central

71,

70.

69.
69.
69.

Defense
Silver Grove

34,

PRP

35,

Beechwood

37,

Co.

37,

June Buchanan

37.

Clartt
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1-800-467-2207

SPORTING GOODS
AtUUiic SfieciaU^t
LONDON • CORBIN •

PIKEVILLE,

1-800-467-2207

KENTUCKY
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1994 Tournament Trophies
Gold Trim - Figures of Your Choice
Choose White, Black or Walnut Woodgrain Bases

Choose

ATMIA
ATMIB
ATMIC

(Includes KHSAA Heat-Press)
Metal or Woodgrain Columns, as Shown Below

17"
16"
15"

$8.50
$8.25
$7.95

ATM2A
ATM2B
ATM2C

$9.25
$8.95
$8.75

17"
16"
16"

ATM3A
ATM3B
ATM3C

$9.95
$9.65
$9.45

18"
17"
16"

GOLD METAL COLUMN.

GOLD METAL COLUMN.

GOLD METAL COLUMN.

$8.95
ATWIA 17"
$8.75
ATWIB 16"
$8.55
ATWIC 15"
OAK WOODGRAIN COLUMN.

$9.85
ATW2A 17"
$9.50
ATW2B 16"
$9.35
ATW2C 15"
OAK WOODGRAIN COLUMN.

ATW3A
ATW3B

$10.45
$10.25
$9.95

18"
17"
16"

ATW3C
OAK WOODGRAIN COLUMN.

Shown below are some

of the majiy heatr press layouts we're created. Call us or fax us
with exactly what you would like, there could be an art charge for a new layout.
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1994
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WEST MAIN STREET

GLASGOW, KY 421 41 -1898
WATS -800-274-4373
1

FAX (502)651-5287

V. PHONE

(502) 651-5143

Kentucky High School Athletic Association
2280 Executive Drive
Lexington, Kentucky 40505
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